KU KLUK KLAN HISTORY

Burning the cross is a sign that were lighting the way for the white race and leading them out of the darkness.
Here is some history for you: In 1547 Scottish clansmen started burning crosses as a symbol of Unity and
Loyalty...Remember in their time (1500s) there was no such things as the internet, phones, IPods, or any
modern mode of communications . The Scottish people were always under attack by their enemies. So they
used the a burning cross on a hill top so all the clans could see it and get ready to defend their country and that
Christ's light would protect them in battle.. Does this sound like terror to you??? Not hardly....
In the early 1900's the Klan in this country started cross burning as a sacred ceremony to also show unity and
loyalty of the Klan members and also the fire signifies Christ's light of the world. It wasn't meant as a sign of
terror or a sign of hate..
How that came about was in 1915, the movie Birth of a Nation...for added drama...they added a lot of cross
burnings by the Klan to sell a movie with a lot of drama and a very poor in facts, and they lack any real
knowledge of what the Klan really was.
There was some cross burning going on at that time to scare some people.. but they were very few to say the
least, nothing like the main stream media makes it out to be....
So cross burning is not an evil ceremony ... its a religious one.. Unity and Loyalty for the Klans and the Fire that
signifies Christ's light of and to the world.
I long for the day when the main stream media stops attacking the Christian faith and our beliefs...You don't see
them attacking the Jewish people for there beliefs or any other religion that has no ties to the christian religion...
We can only pray that day comes soon when Christian fraternities and churches can practice our religion
without being called hate mongers or instilling terror in the public, for our ceremonies of our faith...
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